
What inspired you to write All About Cats? 

Cats have always been my favourite animals, and my favourite subject to draw. Most of my ideas are 
based on animals, especially cats. I think that they have very diverse personalities. I started working 
on All About Cats for my MA show at my final year of the Children’s Book Illustration. It has initially 
started as a fun project to experiment with new media and was a good excuse to draw lots of cats. I 
really enjoyed working on the illustrations and after a while the artwork naturally transformed into 
the story. 

What is your favourite part of the book, and why? 

This is very difficult to answer. The book works as a whole and it is hard for me to look at the 
illustrations separately now. I really enjoyed creating different characters and feel like they are all 
my good friends now, I just can’t choose favourite :) 

Which cat do you identify with the most? 

The blue ninja cat!  
 
What is your artistic process? 

I always start with loose sketches and drawings. During this phase I usually have a general outline of 
the story and idea of what media I want to use and new things I want to try. When I worked on this 
particular book at the beginning I wanted to experiment with media. I started with collage and then 
mixed it with gouache and colour pencils. I’ve mixed media and played with textures and colours to 
show the differences between the characters. In my other books I work in similar way - mixing 
gouache, collage and coloured pencils, but every story is different so it depends on what I want to 
express in the illustration. Sometimes collage is a little too much and will not be as expressive as 
painting. Once I have final piece of work, I scan it in to the computer and play with it in Photoshop. 

Did you base any of the cats on pets or people that you know? 

Since I was 6 years old I have had cats. I based many of the characters in the book on the cats I 

knew. Currently I have two cats - they are lookalike brothers, but they have totally different 

characters. One is always hungry, fat, grumpy, very brave and fluffy. He lost his eye in 

an accident few years ago so the pirate character and the fluffy cat were both based on him. 
The other cat I have is skinny, scared of everything, and a little bit silly. Most of the time he looks 

very much like the yellow kitten scared of water from the book.  

 
What is your workspace like? 
 
I have a small mezzanine studio space in our loft apartment where I live with my husband and cats. It 
gets a little bit messy when I work. I also find lots of cat hair in my paints.  
 
Do you have a message for your fans? 
 
Please adopt a cat :) 

 


